 Tables 3A through 9A 
.40% This table presents the number and percentage of trades classified as small and large using transactions (Panel A), orders (Panel B), and position changes (Panel C) . Columns 1 and 4 use the number of shares executed in classifying trades as small (<500 shares) and large (>5,000 shares). In columns 2 and 5 (3 and 6) trades are classified as small and large if the dollar value of shares executed is less than $5,000 ($10,000) and $30, 000 ($50,000) respectively. The percentage of trades classified as small (large) is calculated by dividing the total number of trades in that category by the total number of trades in the small, intermediate, and large categories. Quartile 2, 3, and 4 percentages that differ from quartile 1 percentages (significant at the .01 level) are bolded. . AFE is the analyst forecast error obtained by subtracting the consensus analyst forecast from the actual earnings per share on IBES scaled by share price at the end of the most recent quarter prior to the earnings announcement date. The consensus analyst forecast is the mean of the analyst earnings per share forecasts issued during the 90 days prior to the earnings announcement. SRWFE is seasonal random walk forecast error calculated as the seasonally differenced quarterly earnings before extraordinary items per share scaled by the absolute value of share price from one quarter before the earnings announcement. CAR[t 1 ,t 2 ] is cumulative abnormal return from day t 1 to t 2 relative to the announcement day defined as the firm return in excess of the corresponding Fama-French size and book-tomarket 25-portfolio benchmark return. The panel also presents summary statistics for these variables for the largest and smallest AFE and SRWFE deciles. [-60,-6] . In panels A and B column 2 presents the percentage increase in average daily trade counts from the [-60,-6] [-0.5,0.5] . SRWFE(Rank) is the decile rank of seasonal random-walk earnings surprise converted to [-0.5,0.5] . AFE is calculated by subtracting the consensus analyst forecast from the actual earnings per share on IBES scaled by share price at the end of the most recent quarter prior to the earnings announcement date. The consensus analyst forecast is the mean of the analyst earnings per share forecasts issued during the 90 days prior to the earnings announcement. SRWFE is defined as the seasonally differenced quarterly earnings before extraordinary items per share scaled by the absolute value of share price from one quarter before the earnings announcement. Standard errors (clustered by firm and announcement date) are in parentheses.
* , **
, and *** indicate statistical significance at the .10, .05, and .01 levels (two-tailed test) respectively. , and *** indicate statistical significance at the .10, .05, and .01 levels (two-tailed test) respectively. 2003-2010 (2003-2005) period. Excess net-buy during the announcement period is represented with EX and is calculated using position changes in columns 1-3, orders in columns 4-6, and unfilled orders in columns 7-9. Change in Unfilled Orders is the difference between total buy transaction orders and total buy transaction volume in a day minus the difference between total sell transactions orders and total sell transaction volume in a day. The unexpected change in announcement period unfilled orders is calculated as average Change in Unfilled Orders in the day -1 to +1 announcement period relative to its average daily value in the pre-announcement period [days -65 to -6] divided by the daily average total number of shares placed for execution during the benchmark period (see eq. 3 in the text). Abnormal return during the post-earnings-announcement period is defined as the firm return in excess of the corresponding Fama-French size and book-to-market 25-portfolio benchmark return. AFE (Rank) and SRWFE(Rank) are as defined in 2003-2010 (2003-2005) sample period. Abnormal return is defined as the firm return in excess of the corresponding Fama-French size and book-to-market 25-portfolio benchmark return. AFE (Rank) and SRWFE(Rank) are as defined in table 5. EXL and EXS are large and small trade size based announcement period net buy metrics (i.e., they correspond to _ measure employed in tables 7 and 9). Transcost is a measure of transaction cost defined as in Ayers et al [2011] . Transcost(Rank) is the decile rank of Transcost. CAR[-60,-3] is cumulative abnormal returns over the [-60,-3] 
